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Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from Recollections of a Checkered Lifetime, Vol. 2: Told
for His Children in His Old Age It was a brain-busy time. All the wheels of activity were rolling on
diligently, swiftly, except the wagonwheels and artillerywheels of the Army of the Potomac. These,
indeed, were so quietly resting in their lazy camps that the whole country had grown weary of
reading in the newspapers the stereotyped announcement that All is quiet on the Potomac. The
vociferous response of On to Richmond had also become a stereotyped re-print. From what has
already been set forth, it may be imagined that my own brain was pretty well occupied, but there
was still room in it for the formation of many plans and the development of a number of curious
undertakings. Speculation in stocks and gold, especially the latter, was all the while running insanely
wild in New York and other financial centres and I formed an idea that it was almost true patriotism
to be what was called a bear in gold. I therefore went in, a little at first and then deeper....
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Merely no phrases to spell out. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your way of life period is going to be enhance once you
complete reading this publication.
-- Joa nie Ha m ill I--  Joa nie Ha m ill I

A high quality book as well as the font applied was fascinating to see. It generally fails to charge excessive. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a
enjoyment of studying a composed book.
-- B r a nt Da ch-- B r a nt Da ch
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